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AMRITA VIDYALAYAMAMRITA VIDYALAYAMAMRITA VIDYALAYAMAMRITA VIDYALAYAMAMRITA VIDYALAYAM
ANNUAL EXAMINATION 2018 -’19

Name : ----------------------------- Marks  : 50
Class: II Time     : 2 hrs

ENGLISH
CREATIVE WRITING

1. Look at the picture and write five sentences about it. 5

2. Write five sentences on ‘uses of trees’. 5
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GRAMMAR
3. Fill in the blanks with ‘a’ or ‘an’. 1
a) Shalini saw ____________ rainbow in the sky.
b) ____________ computer is a useful gadget.

4. Complete the paragraph with the describing words from the brackets. 2
(huge, big, long, juicy)
Elephant is a ____________ animal. It has _________ ears and _________
tusks. It has a big body with four legs like pillars. It likes to eat ___________
sugarcane.

5. Fill in the blanks with suitable preposition. 1
a) Kids are playing ____________________ the garden. (under / in)
b) The sun is hiding ____________________ the clouds. (behind / on)
6. Fill in the blanks with the correct words. Choose the words from the

brackets. 1
a) Children did their homework _______________________. (neatly / softly)
b) Amit and his friends danced _______________________ (happily / politely)

in the rain.

SPELLING
7. Fill in the letters. 2½
a) b___ny___n                              b) pr___bl___m             c) o___top___s
d) f___un___ain                           e) s___uir___el
8. Circle the correct spelling. 2½
a) wonderful                    wonderfull                        wanderful
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b) sparows                        sparrows                           spparows
c) creature                        creatore                             creeture
d) swiming                       swimming                         swwiming
e) fontain                         fountin                              fountain
9. Unscramble the following words. 5
a) tchahde __________________            b) rabnhcse ___________________
c) lughade __________________           d) srupirsde ___________________
e) aidrnorps ___________________

VOCABULARY
10. Fill in the blanks with the opposites of the words underlined. Choose the

words from the grid. 4

F         E         N          O          I           S          Y          A
N        A         R           R          O         W        H          B
G        R         W         X          T          N         G          S
H        L         O           R          D         O         W         E
K        Y         P           S           F          I           X         N
S         O         F          T           L          Y         H          T

a) Mr. Sharma came late for the meeting. ______________________________
b) How many students are present in the class today? _____________________
c) The road is very wide. _______________________
d) The kids are talking loudly. ________________________
11. Make two new words from the following word. 2
a) Hippopotamus   ______________________    ______________________
12. Make sentences. 2
a) Grandfather _________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________
b) Balloons ___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________
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13. Write opposites. 2
a) happy _________________                   b) easy _____________________

LITERATURE
14. Choose the correct words and fill in the blanks. 2
a) A ___________________ (banyan, mango, banana) tree looks like a palace

standing on pillars.
b) Whaley did not want to go behind the rocks because __________________

___________________ (he was lazy, it could be dangerous).
15. Write T for TRUE and F for FALSE. 1
a) Whaley liked to play hide and seek with his friends. __________________
b) Tubby was a young boy. _________________
16. Who said the following words. 1
a) ‘I have an idea.’

_________________________________________________________
17.  Answer the following questions. 6
a) Why do elephants love the banyan tree?

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

b) What was Whaley’s favourite pastime?
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

c) Why was Andy surprised?
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

HANDWRITING
18. Amma says, ‘Youngsters need to understand the purpose of life. They need the

courage and wisdom to face the challenges of life.’ 5
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